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Elastic properties of a new ultrafast lithium ion conductor Li10GeP2S12 were studied from first-

principles calculations. The six independent elastic constants (C11, C12, C13, C33, C44, and C66) are 

obtained and the results satisfy the Born’s criteria of lattice stability. The bulk modulus B, shear 

modulus G, Young’s modulus E, elastic modulus  and Poisson’s ratio  were calculated to be 30.36 

GPa, 14.35 GPa, 37.19 GPa, 20.80 GPa and 0.296, respectively. The B/G ratio is derived to be 2.12, 

implying that the Li10GeP2S12 is ductile according to Pugh’s criterion. The Van der Waals interactions 

are important in calculation of the elastic properties.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Lithium ion batteries play more and more important role in modern life. They have already 

widely used in consumer electronics, and will have vast applications as power supplier in electric 

vehicles (EV) and as energy storage medium for wind and solar energy. The great demand for batteries 

with high power and energy densities promotes the need for advanced lithium ion batteries materials 

and technologies [1, 2]. Along the way to the commercialization of EV, the safety problem of lithium 

ion batteries must be solved in advance before it can be widely accepted by common consumers. To 

solve the safety problem, one strategy is to develop all solid state lithium ion batteries that use the 

solid-state electrolytes (SSE), which have many advantages such as good stability, high safety, and 

scalability when compared to their liquid counterparts [3, 4]. Now, SSEs are promising to replace 

current flammable organic liquid electrolytes. However, the ionic conductivity in most SSEs does not 

reach competitive levels [4, 5].  
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The thio-LISICON SSEs composed of Li2S-P2S5 systems are studied extensively in the past 

two decades [6-9]. Among the thio-LISICON group, Li7P3S11 and Li4P2S7 are two typical examples 

and are most widely studied [10, 11]. Recently, a new type of ultrafast lithium ion conductor 

Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) was synthesized by Kamaya et al. [12] and soon attracted considerable attention 

of both the academic and the industrial fields. LGPS has achieved very high room temperature Li ion 

conductivity of 12 mS/cm, which is even higher than that of the commercialized liquid electrolyte. As 

a promising SSE, the lithium ion diffusion mechanism [4], the phase and structural stability [13], and 

the electrochemical performances of LGPS [14-16] are studied by many researchers in recent two 

years. Ab initio and classical molecular dynamics are performed to simulate the lithium ion diffusion in 

LGPS, and it is found that lithium ion diffusion pathway is along the c-axis direction of the lattice. The 

lithium ion diffusion energy barrier (activation energy) is about 0.2 eV, with small variation when 

different methods are applied.  

Although it is demonstrated that LGPS is applicable as a practical electrolyte for all solid state 

lithium ion batteries, the solid-solid interface between the SSE and the powder electrode material is 

still an important technological problem during the process of the battery assembly. Unlike the liquid 

electrolyte, the solid-solid contact could be very bad. This increases the interfacial 

resistance/impedance and thus results in very poor rate performance of the solid state battery system. 

Furthermore, the cycling performance of battery is also closely related with the character of the solid-

solid interface. Generally speaking, it demonstrates good performance in terms of device fabrication, 

cycling performance and safety, if the electrolyte material is ductile. The mechanical properties 

(particularly the malleability and the ductility) of the SSE and the electrode materials have a great 

impact on the contact condition of electrolyte and electrode materials. In order to improve the solid-

solid contact between the electrolyte and the electrode materials, it is necessary to improve the 

mechanical properties of the SSE.  

However, the mechanical properties of LGPS remain unclear to the literature. Before wide 

application of the LGPS material in all solid state lithium battery system, it is very important to figure 

out these mechanical characteristics, which are of interest to both the academic and industrial 

researchers. In the present work, we studied the elastic properties of the LGPS from first principles 

calculations, together with other two thio-LISICON family members Li4P2S7 and Li3P7S11 for 

comparison. The six independent elastic constants, the bulk modulus B, shear modulus G, Young’s 

modulus E, elastic modulus , and Poisson’s ratio  of the LGPS were calculated. Those data provide 

useful information for the reference of other experimental researchers.  

 

 

 

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS 

Calculations are performed within the density-functional theory (DFT) and the plane-wave 

pseudopotential method, which are implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) 

[17]. The core ion and valence electron interaction are described by the projector augmented wave 

(PAW) method and the exchange-correlation part is described with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

(PBE) [18]. Energy cut off for the plane waves is chosen to be 500 eV. The Monkhorst-Pack [19] 
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scheme K-points sampling with 5×5×3 k-points grid is used for the 8.72Å×8.72Å×12.63Å unit cell of 

LGPS [12]. Similar accuracy is also applied for calculations of other materials in the present work. 

Since the structure of the LGPS is composed of GeS4 and PS4 tetrahedrons that are not connected with 

each other through sharing atoms or edges, the Van der Waals (VDW) interactions among these 

tetrahedrons could be important and therefore are taken into consideration in this study. Before we 

calculate the elastic parameters, the lattice parameters are optimized the atomic positions are fully 

relaxed until the final forces on all relaxed atoms are less than 0.05 eVÅ
-1

. 

Generally, the bulk modulus can be calculated through fitting the total energy calculated at 

different lattice constants to the Murnaghan equation of state [20, 21]. The elastic constants can be 

obtained by calculating the total energy as a function of the strains. For small strain applied on solids, 

the Hook’s law is applicable and the elastic energy ΔE is a quadratic function of the strains 
6
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Where Cij are the elastic constants, V is the volume of the unit cell under equilibrium state. The 

ei and ej are the components of strain matrix. For a tetragonal crystal, there are six independent (non-

zero) elastic constants, namely, C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 and C66. The elastic constants matrix can be 

expressed in the following form:  
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The bulk modulus and shear modulus can be directly obtained from the six independent elastic 

constants: 
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In order to calculate the six independent elastic constants, we calculated the total energy 

changes of the system upon six strains along different directions that are applied to the unit cell. In the 

present work, the six strains are chosen as: (δ, δ, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, δ), (0, 0, δ, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, δ, 

δ, 0), (δ, δ, δ, 0, 0, 0) and (0, δ, δ, 0, 0, 0). The elastic constants can be obtained through fitting Eq. 1. 

Then, the Young’s modulus, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be obtained by using the bulk 

modulus and shear modulus: 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the atomic structures of LGPS (a), Li4P2S7 (b), and Li7P3S11 (c). The PS4 

and GeS4 tetrahedrons and the S atom shared PS4 tetrahedrons are marked with arrows.  

 

The atomic structures of LGPS, Li4P2S7, and Li7P3S11 are schematically shown in Figure 1. The 

LGPS has a tetragonal unit cell, which consists of GeS4 and PS4 tetrahedrons, and Li atoms occupy the 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites [12]. The Li atoms are fully ionized into Li ions and Coulomb 

attraction force exists between Li ion and PS4 (GeS4) tetrahedrons, which binds them into solid 

structure.  

 

 
Figure 2. Evolution of the total energy as a function of the unit cell volume of LGPS (a), Li4P2S7 (b) 

and Li7P3S11 (c). The VDW energies are included.  

 

The Li4P2S7 has a triclinic unit cell [7, 8]. The backbone of Li4P2S7 is composed of P2S7 

dimers, which is formed by two neighbouring PS4 tetrahedron combined together through sharing one 
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S atom. Like the structure of Li4P2S7, the Li7P3S11 also has a triclinic unit cell [7, 8], which is 

composed of Li3PS4 monomer and Li4P2S7 dimer components. From this perspective, the backbones of 

Li7P3S11 are composed of P2S7 dimers and PS4 tetrahedrons with the 1:1 ratio.  

Figure 2 gives the total energy variation as a function of the volume of the unit cell for LGPS, 

Li4P2S7, and Li7P3S11. The equilibrium lattice constant and the bulk modulus can be obtained by fitting 

these data to the Murnaghan equation of states. In order to test the influence of the VDW interaction to 

the mechanic properties, we also calculated the bulk moduli of the three compounds without taking 

into account the VDW for comparison. 

 

Table 1. The bulk moduli (B in GPa) of LGPS, Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11 with (VDW) and without (No-

VDW) taking into consideration of the Van der Waals interactions in the total energy 

calculation.  

 

LGPS Li4P2S7 Li7P3S11 

VDW No-VDW VDW No-VDW VDW No-VDW 

29.74 20.43 18.30 15.65 24.00 22.99 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Strain energy of deformation as a function of deformation parameter for six different 

deformations in LGPS.  

 

Table 1 gives the theoretically obtained bulk modulus of the LGPS together with the other two 

typical compounds of the thio-LISICON Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11. The bulk modulus of LGPS is larger 

than the other two Thio-LISICON compounds. This makes the battery assembly process more difficult 

if we replace the Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11 SSEs with LGPS. For example, it needs a higher pressure to 

make the contact between the electrode powder and the LGPS powder as compact as it is for Li4P2S7 

and Li7P3S11. Interestingly, the higher bulk modulus of LGPS than the other two compounds is due to 
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the VDW interaction. The calculated bulk modulus of LGPS increased about 45.6% from 20.43 GPa to 

29.74 GPa when the VDW interactions are included into the total energy calculation. On the contrary, 

the bulk moduli of the Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11 are not very sensitive to the VDW interaction, although the 

VDW interaction enhanced the B values to some degree.Fig. 3 shows the change in total energies as a 

function of strain applied in six directions. Through fitting these energy changes and the applied strain 

data, we can calculate the six independent elastic constants of LGPS, as listed in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Calculated elastic constants (Cij in GPa) of LGPS 

 

C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 C66 

36.03 35.88 21.32 44.15 17.21 24.79 

 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental or theoretical elastic constant data of 

LGPS are available in literature. We can’t compare these theoretical elastic constants with others. 

According to Born’s criteria of lattice stability, for a tetragonal crystal the elastic constants should 

satisfy the following criteria [22, 23]:  

11 12( ) 0C C  , 11 33 13( 2 ) 0C C C    

11 0C  , 33 0C  , 44 0C  , 66 0C                      (8) 

11 33 12 13(2 2 4 ) 0C C C C     

From the data in Tab. 2, it is obvious that the calculated elastic constants satisfy the elastic 

stability criteria, which shows that the LGPS lattice/structure is stable at the ground state.     With the 

above elastic constant data given in Tab. 2, we can calculate the bulk modulus B, the shear modulus G, 

Young’s modulus E, elastic modulus , and Poisson’s ratio , and the results are listed in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Calculated Bulk modulus (B in GPa), Shear modulus (G in GPa), Young’s modulus (E in 

GPa), elastic modulus (  in GPa), Poisson’s ratio (), and the B/G ratio of the LGPS.  

 

B G E   B/G 

30.36 14.35 37.19 20.80 0.30 2.12 

 

As a potential SSE material, the ductility/brittleness performance is very important since the 

electrode/electrolyte interface contact is crucial for better electrical conductance. This requires the SSE 

material is able to change its shape without fracture. Generally, we can evaluate the 

ductility/brittleness nature of a solid material through Pugh’s criterion on the value of B/G ratio [24]. 

High bulk modulus B indicates of strong binding strength of the bonds (forces) in the solid, while high 

shear modulus represents large resistance to plastic deformation. Therefore, low B/G ratio indicates 

brittleness while high B/G ratio represents ductility. According to Pugh’s criterion, when the B/G ratio 

is larger than 1.75 the solid material can be regarded as ductile [25]. As for LGPS compound, the B/G 

ratio is 2.12, indicating that LGPS is ductile and fracture will not occur easily upon mechanical 

pressure when it is used as solid state electrolyte.  
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we have investigated the structural and elastic properties of LGPS and other two 

compounds of the thio-LISICON family Li3P7S11 and Li4P2S7, by first-principles calculations. The 

bulk modulus of LGPS is larger than that of the Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11. This makes the battery assembly 

process more difficult if we replace the Li4P2S7 and Li7P3S11 SSEs with LGPS. Fortunately, the 

calculated B/G ratio shows that the LGPS is ductile, which is in favor of the mechanical processing of 

the LGPS materials as SSE in all solid state lithium ion batteries. Interestingly, our results also show 

that the VDW interaction is very important to the mechanical properties of LGPS. It increases the bulk 

modulus of LGPS by 45.6%.  
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